
PARTS & SET-UP INSTRUCTIONS

•  Inspect the tool for damage or wear.

•  Before swinging, confirm your surrounding area is free from people and objects to avoid damage and harm.

•  Failure to follow these precautions could result in serious injury or damage to property.   

For more information on your Rukket® Pathfinder Impact Mat, visit: https://www.rukket.com/impact-mat
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1. Lay out the impact mat and the 

4 red foam pylons

2. To secure the pylons to the 

impact mat, match the circular 

hook and loop tape at the bottom 

of the pylon with the black circle 

on the impact mat.

3. Make sure the pylon is angled 

toward the side of the mat where 

you will stand and swing.

https://manuals.plus/m/381580e25c07554041b42c178082234dad5d702eea15ba5a45ca36192f82e571


CHECK YOUR SWING PATH & CLUB HEAD ALIGNMENT

CORRECT & PRACTICE YOUR SWING

3. To practice a fade: For a right 

handed golfer practicing a fade, 

use the back left (inside) and 

front right (outside) pylon 

locations. Try to hit your shot 

without hitting the pylons.

2. To practice a draw: For a right 

handed golfer practicing a 

draw, use the back right 

(outside) and front left (inside) 

pylon locations. Try to hit your 

shot without hitting the pylons.

1. To practice a straight swing: use 

all four (4) pylons, making sure 

the pylons are angled toward the 

side you are hitting from.Try to 

hit your shot without hitting the 

pylons.

2. Straight swing path1. To check your swing path place a 

ball on the Impact Mat and take a 

normal swing. After your swing, look 

at your mat to check your club path. 

3. Hook swing path (right 

handed golfer)

5. After swinging, use your hand to smooth the carpet flat again. Then place 

your ball and swing again. After 5 successful swings, use a plastic turf to 

continue your repetitive practice. 

4. Slice swing path (right 

handed golfer)
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